Numerous lattice Boltzmann (LB) methods have been proposed for solution of the convection-diffusion equations (CDE). For the 2D problem, D2Q9, D2Q5 or D2Q4 velocity models are usually used. When LB convection-diffusion models are used to solve a CDE coupled with Navier-Stokes equations, boundary conditions are found to be critically important for accurately solving the coupled simulations. Following the idea of a regularized scheme (Latt et al 2008 Phys. Rev. E 77 056703), a regularized boundary condition for solving a CDE is proposed. A simple extrapolation scheme is also proposed for the Neumann boundary condition. Spatial accuracies of three existing and the proposed boundary conditions are discussed in details. The numerical evaluations are based on simulations of steady and unsteady natural convection flows in a cavity and an unsteady Taylor-Couette flow. Our studies show that the simplest D2Q4 model with terms of O(u) in the equilibrium distribution function is capable of obtaining results of equal accuracy as D2Q5 or D2Q9 models for the CDE. A slightly revised LB equation for solving a CDE that is used to cancel some unwanted terms does not seem to be necessary for incompressible flows. The regularized boundary condition for solving the CDE has second-order spatial accuracy and it is the best one in terms of the spatial accuracy. The regularized scheme and non-equilibrium extrapolation scheme are applicable to handle both the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. For the Neumann boundary condition with zero flux, all the five boundary conditions are applicable to give accurate results and the bounce-back scheme is the simplest one.
Introduction
The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) originated from the lattice gas automata [1] and has been developed as an alternative numerical scheme for solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. In many applications, fluid flow problems are described by the NS equations coupled with a convection-diffusion equation (CDE) . For example, the natural convection problem is described by the NS equations with a CDE for heat [2, 3] . A multiphase flow system can also be described by the NS equations and a Chan-Hilliard equation (a CDE) [4] . In a simple solute/solvent flow system, the solvent's motion is described by the NS equations and a CDE is used to describe the transport of the moving solute [5] . The NS equations coupled with two CDEs can be used to describe the temperature-sensitive ferrofluids system [6] and the melt flow in Czochralski crystal growth [7] .
Often, hybrid solution schemes can be used to simulate flows governed by the NS equations and a CDE [3, 7] . For example, when simulating the natural convection, the fluid flow can be solved by LBM while the heat transfer governed by a CDE is solved by the finite difference method [3] . However, the hybrid scheme does not have good numerical stability [7] . Using LBM to solve both the NS and the CDE is appealing because of the simplicity of a consistent approach [2, 5, [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Many studies have applied LBM for solving flows governed by the NS equations and a CDE [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 12] . Dawson et al [5] studied the solute/solvent flow using the D2Q7 model on the regular triangular lattice. However, the passive flow of solute described by a CDE is not coupled with the NS equation. Furthermore, in the study, only a periodic boundary is used and other boundary conditions are not used or evaluated. Niu et al [6] studied ferrofluids system and a common D2Q9 model is used for solving the CDE. But the relaxation time τ in the simulation for the CDE is held at 1 without justification. Recently, it was noted that some studies investigate LBM for a single CDE using the multiple-relaxation lattice Boltzmann method [13] or the lattice Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook method [14, 15] . Suga [14] studied the stability and accuracy of LBM when solving a single CDE but the study is based on a simple case and the effects of the boundary condition were not considered.
In some of the above studies [2, 5, 6] , the terms of O(u 2 ) are retained in the equilibrium distribution function (EDF). However, because the CDE does not involve second-order velocity terms, it has been argued that keeping the terms of O(u) in EDF is sufficient [11, [15] [16] [17] . In this study we adopt this strategy. Besides the simplification, the common D2Q9 velocity model can be further simplified to a D2Q5 model in the two-dimensional (2D) case [4, 11, 12, 14, 18, 19] .
In some studies [12, 18] using a D2Q5 LB model to solve a CDE, the weighting factors before the EDF seem random. Recently, Zheng et al [4] suggested a formula for the weighting factors. Here the theoretical difference between these models [4, 12, 18] would be analyzed. Through derivation procedures from the LB equation to a CDE, the constraints for the weighting factors in the EDF for these velocity models can be obtained [19] .
Although Zheng et al [4] suggested a formula for the weighting factors, the accuracy of the scheme employing those factors was not evaluated. Whether the scheme [4] is numerically better than other D2Q5 and/or D2Q4 models [10, 13] is an open question. Furthermore, the boundary conditions for a CDE were not studied.
The boundary condition treatment is an important issue in the development of accurate LBM models. Many boundary conditions have been proposed for the LB method when it is applied to solve the NS equations [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, there is comparatively little study of the boundary conditions for a CDE when it is coupled with the NS equations [25] . The equilibrium distribution scheme [22] used for the Dirichlet boundary in [25] looks correct but seems to be unable to produce the correct heat flux near the heated wall. Here, based on the idea of the regularized distribution function [26] , a regularized boundary condition for solving a CDE is proposed. A simple distribution extrapolation scheme is also proposed for the Neumann boundary condition. The accuracy of five boundary conditions including the proposed ones for solving a CDE will be evaluated.
In this paper, firstly the theory of the D2Q9, D2Q5 and D2Q4 models for the CDE is introduced. Then, to test the numerical accuracy and stability of these models, two typical flows described by NS equations and a CDE are investigated. In the numerical studies, the effects of the boundary condition are discussed in detail.
LB methods

Lattice Boltzmann method for NS equations
The NS equations and CDE are solved by two sets of particle distribution functions: f i (x, t) and g i (x, t), respectively. If there are more CDEs, additional particle distribution functions would be used. In our study, the incompressible NS equation is solved by maintaining a low Mach number in a common lattice BGK equation:
where R i (x, t) is a forcing term added on the right-hand side of the lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) to mimic the body force appearing in the NS equations. The relaxation parameter τ f is related to the kinematic viscosity by ν = c is the ratio of lattice spacing δ x and time step δ t . In equation (1) 
The equilibrium distribution function (EDF) is defined as
For the D2Q9 model, the weighting factors λ i = 4/9 (i = 0), , 6, 7, 8) . In this paper, the Einstein summation convention is adopted. The density ρ and velocity u α are calculated from the hydrodynamic moments of the particle distribution functions [27] :
To recover the NS equations with a body force F α , R i is written in a fixed form:
. The no-slip boundary conditions can be handled by the momentum exchange scheme [21] , the equilibrium distribution scheme [22] , bounce-back or modified bounce-back [23] , or the regularized scheme [26] . Here in our study, the boundary condition for solving the LB fluid is not our focus. Since the modified bounce-back scheme is of second-order spatial accuracy [23] , it was adopted to handle the no-slip boundary. In that scheme, collision and forcing still occur at boundary nodes, which is also consistent with the momentum exchange scheme [21] . For the four corner points in our simulations, the scheme proposed by Zou and He [24] was applied. For example, in the left lower corner point x, the unknown distribution functions f 1 ,f 2 ,f 5 ,f 6 and f 8 are obtained from
). This is implemented just after the streaming step and before the collision steps. We do not intend to discuss the no-slip boundary condition intensively. One of our goals is to evaluate the boundary conditions for solving a CDE in the following section.
Lattice Boltzmann methods for CDE
Luo has shown that the LB equation can be derived from the Boltzmann equation [28] . Because the hydrodynamic moments of f eq i can be evaluated by the quadrature formula, the 2D velocity space ξ is discretized into several finite velocities e i [28] . Usually to mimic the 2D NS equations, the D2Q9 velocity model with nine velocities is necessary for a Cartesian coordinate lattice [28] . However, to recover a CDE, the derivation from the LBE to the CDE shows that fourth-order isotropic lattice tensors are not required (refer to appendix A). Hence, models with fewer velocities, e.g. D2Q5 and D2Q4 [10, 11, [13] [14] [15] 19] , can be used.
In our study, a typical CDE is written as
where T is the macro-variable in the CDE, k is a constant controlling the diffusion and G is a source term. In many studies [2, 5, 6, 16, 25] , when the LB method is used to solve a CDE, a common LBE in the form of equation (5) is used:
In equation (5), S i is a source term used to recover the source term G in equation (4 [15] . So the best way to be sure that the lattice Boltzmann model works fine is to assume usmall enough so that any O(u 2 )corrections can be safely ignored [15] . In the EDF of the following models, only terms of O(u) are retained. For this strategy, through Chapman expansions we can see that there is an unwanted term δt (τ g − 0.5)∂ t ∂ β T u β [15] . In our simulations, the flows are incompressible, which means ∂ β u β = 0. Hence, the unwanted term is δt (τ g − 0.5)∂ t (u β ∂ β T ). For the steady incompressible flow, finally this unwanted term would be zero. For the unsteady incompressible flow, compared to the diffusion term in equation (4) [15] . Because in the simulations of incompressible flows, usually u c s < 0.1, the unwanted term is a higher order term and can be neglected.
In the study of Huber et al [18] , g eq i
, where
The weighting factor W 0 = 1/3 and W i = 1/6, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Hence, the formula of the EDF can be written as g
2 (e i · u) due to e 0 = (0, 0). In the study of Chen et al [12] , the EDF g
However, in appendix A, we show that the general formula for the EDF is
, where η ∈ (0, 0.5] is a free, positive parameter. We noted that when η = 0.5, equation (6) becomes a D2Q4 model formula [10, 13] .
Later, Zheng et al applied a slightly revised LBE to solve a CDE which is Galilean invariant [4] , which means the unwanted term can be canceled. The LBE reads
where q ∈ (0, 1] is a parameter related to the relaxation time τ g . When q = 1, equation (7) is identical as the common LBE. Appendix A shows that the unwanted term
can be canceled if using this LBE. However, in the above analysis, it has been shown that this unwanted term is of higher order and can be neglected in incompressible flows. Hence, this revised LBE might not be necessary. Through ChapmanEnskog expansions (appendix A), one can find that the EDF formula for equation (7) involves the parameter q and is slightly different from the above EDF (equation (6)). It is
δt, where
.
Boundary conditions for the CDE
The boundary conditions for the CDE are important. For solving the LB fluid (NS equations), there are several types of boundary conditions available in literatures [20, 23, 26] . Whether they are applicable for solving a CDE and how they affect the accuracy is not clear. One of our goals in this paper is to evaluate the effects of the boundary condition. The five boundary conditions labeled from (i) to (v) are introduced in what follows.
(i) Regularized scheme (BC1). Here a regularized boundary condition for solving a CDE is proposed following the idea of the regularized scheme [26] . First let us suppose the streaming step is implemented, i.e. g i (x + e i δt, t + δt) = g (1) i . Obviously, this construction ensures that g (1) 
opp(i) , where opp(i) means the opposite direction of e i . This is slightly different from the regularized scheme [26] for solving NS equations, which requires f ( 
1) i
= f (1) opp(i) . That is because the second-order moments of the non-equilibrium distribution function are not required in Chapman-Enskog expansions from the LBE to CDE.
As we know, when the CDE is coupled with the NS equations, variable T u α is not evaluated as i e iα g i in the LBM code, because usually ρu α is evaluated as For a boundary node, the macro-variables T , can be specified but there is one (D2Q5 or D2Q4 velocity models) or more unknown distribution functions after the streaming step. Hence, B α = i e iα g i − T u α is unknown because some g i are unknown.
In [26] , the unknowns are obtained by 'bounce back of off-equilibrium parts' [24] because in their construction f ( 
= f (1) opp(i) is required. However, in our construction for a CDE, g (1) 
opp(i) is required. Here we proposed an idea of 'bounce back of opposite value of off-equilibrium parts', i.e. the unknowns are obtained from
Then the reconstruction and collision steps at boundary nodes can be implemented.
(ii) Simple extrapolation scheme (BC2). Besides the regularized scheme, a simple extrapolation scheme for the Neumann boundary with the zero flux is also proposed as follows. The unknowns g 4 at boundary nodes (i, j max ) on the upper wall are obtained through
where (i, j ) is the horizontal and vertical index of the node in the computational domain. (iii) Non-equilibrium extrapolation scheme (BC3). The non-equilibrium extrapolation scheme means that the collision process on the boundary node is still implemented with the non-equilibrium distribution function obtained through extrapolation from the nearestneighbor fluid nodes [20] . For example, the unknowns g + 4 (i, j max ) at boundary nodes on the upper wall is evaluated as
(iv) Simple bounce-back scheme (BC4). The simple bounce back used here means the standard collision process does not occur on the boundary [23] . For example, the unknowns g + 4 (i, j max ) at boundary nodes on the upper wall is evaluated as g
The boundary condition usually used to mimic the non-slip boundary condition when solving NS equations. Here the scheme may be valid for a Neumann boundary condition with zero flux. (v) Equilibrium scheme (BC5). For a Dirichlet boundary condition, an available practice is to assign the equilibrium distribution to the distribution functions at a boundary node [22] . For a Neumann boundary condition, after the macro-variable T is extrapolated, the equilibrium distribution can be assigned to the distribution functions at a boundary node.
Numerical study
In this section we make a comparison between D2Q9, D2Q5 and D2Q4 models for a CDE when it is coupled with the NS equations. Two typical flows are investigated. One is the steady and unsteady natural convection in a square cavity and the other is a swirling flow, the Taylor-Couette flow. The accuracy and stability of these models are evaluated.
Steady and unsteady natural convection in a square cavity
The momentum and thermal boundary conditions for a natural convection are illustrated in figure 1 . The temperatures on the left and right walls are T 1 and T 2 , respectively, where
The temperature difference induces natural convection in the cavity. The upper and lower walls are adiabatic. The Boussinesq approximation is applied to the buoyancy force term. The thermal expansion coefficient β and kinematic viscosity ν are considered as constants, and the buoyancy term is assumed to depend linearly on the temperature,
where g is the acceleration due to gravity and T 0 = (T 1 + T 2 ) 2 is the average temperature which is also used as the initial condition. The external body force in the y direction appears in the NS equations. The dynamical similarity depends on two dimensionless parameters: the Prandtl number Pr and the Rayleigh number Ra defined as
where k is the thermal diffusivity. In our simulations, Pr = 7. A characteristic velocity was defined as
where L is the length of the cavity. Two relaxation times τ f and τ g are determined by νand k, respectively. For example, when τ f is determined, then for the D2Q4 CDE model, the τ g = k/(ηδ t ) + 0.5 = 2c , where the summation is over the entire system. In the following section, the D2Q4 with different boundary conditions will be evaluated.
In this section, we would focus on the effect of the boundary condition for the CDE. The existing and proposed boundary conditions would be applied and evaluated.
LBM simulation results using different boundary conditions are compared with the benchmark solution [29] for Ra = 10 5 and Pr = 0.71. Here the D2Q4 velocity model [10, 13] is used to solve the CDE. In table 1, the first and second rows (labeled 'BC') indicate the boundary conditions used for the left/right and the upper/lower boundaries, respectively. In the table, u max is the maximum horizontal velocity on the vertical mid-plane of the cavity and v max is the maximum vertical velocity on the horizontal mid-plane of the cavity. |ψ mid | and |ψ max | are absolute values of the stream function at the mid-point of the cavity and the maximum stream function, respectively. The stream function is normalized by the thermal [20] . BC4: simple bounce-back [23] . BC5: equilibrium scheme [22] .
diffusivity k. The Nusselt numbers at the heated end Nu 0 and at the centerline of the cavity Nu 1 / 2 were also evaluated. The Nusselt number is defined as
The average Nusselt number in the whole flow domain Nu is also listed. For the temperature gradient in equation (14) , it is evaluated by a central difference except for nodes on the left/right boundary. For the nodes on the boundary the gradient was evaluated by a biased difference. For example, on the left wall,
∂T ∂x
= T (i min + 1, j) − T (i min , j). From table 1 we see that in case 1, the equilibrium scheme (BC5) [22] 
eq i is applied on left/right boundaries. The scheme seems to be able to correctly capture the overall characteristics of the flow, the average Nu, the maximum absolute value of the stream function |ψ max |, etc. [25] . However, the heat flux near the heated wall is considerably different from the benchmark solution. On the other hand, other cases except case 1 show that the BC1, BC3 for the Dirichlet boundary (left/right boundaries) is free of that problem and accurate results can be obtained.
For the upper/lower Neumann boundary condition with zero flux, all five boundary conditions are applicable. The BC2 and BC4 can be implemented straightforward but BC1, BC2 and BC5 require the macro-variable T value at boundary nodes which can be extrapolated from inner fluid nodes. From table 1, it is found that all five schemes are able to give accurate results.
The spatial accuracy is also evaluated in figure 2 . It shows the numerical errors as a function of the grid resolution. In all simulations, all parameters are fixed except τ f ,τ g which change with the grid resolution. The error is defined as the absolute value of the difference between the final steady value of Nu for the result of 400 × 400 and that of each resolution. The slopes of the fitted lines are also labeled. They demonstrate that the LBM has around second-order spatial accuracy. The regularized boundary condition for solving the CDE is the best one in terms of the spatial accuracy. The combination of boundary conditions BC3+BC2 is also evaluated but the spatial accuracy is about 1.573 that means the BC2 is not so good and it slightly decreases the second-order spatial accuracy of the LBM.
For the stability of these boundary conditions, we did not find a significant difference between them. For example, when the grid resolution is fixed as 100 × 100, the Pr = 0.71, T 1 − T 2 = 1 and U c = 0.1, for all these combinations of boundary conditions the maximum Ra that can be reached before numerical instabilities appear is about 4 × 10 6 . It is also worth mentioning that when the relaxation time τ g in the simulation for the CDE is taken to be unity [6] , the equilibrium scheme (BC5) is identical to the non-equilibrium extrapolation scheme (BC3) [20] . That is why the equilibrium distribution scheme can also give accurate results when τ g = 1. For case 1 in table 1, if τ g is taken to be unity, the result would be better.
For numerical efficiency, our numerical study shows that when solving a single CDE, for a same case, the CPU time using D2Q9, D2Q5 and D2Q4 are 137 s, 96 s and 83 s, respectively. Noted the D2Q9 also omitted the terms of O(u 2 ) in EDF. Hence, for solving a single CDE, the D2Q4 model saves about 13.5% CPU time compared with the D2Q5 model. Our simulations suggested for solving the NS-CDE coupled system, such as a case in table 1; the CDE solution takes about 21.9% of the total CPU time. Hence, using the D2Q4 model for the CDE saves about 21.9% × 13.5% = 3.0% of the total CPU time compared with that using the D2Q5 model. Our simulation do confirmed the estimation.
In the above, the D2Q4 model with different boundary conditions is evaluated. To evaluate the D2Q9 and D2Q5 models more accurately, an unsteady natural convection with Ra = 280 000 and Pr = 7 is investigated. To make a comparison, a finite volume method (FVM), i.e. SIMPLE algorithm, is used to obtain a benchmark solution. A fine mesh 200 × 200 is used and the non-dimensional time step is t * = tk/h 2 = 0.0001. At each time step, the residuals of the momentum equation and energy equation are all assured to be converged to 10 −6 . In the LBM simulations, BC1 and BC4 are applied to the left/right and upper/lower boundary, respectively. The grid resolution is 100 × 100. As an example, the streamlines and isotherms obtained from case 6 in table 2 are illustrated in figure 3 . The stream function obtained from LBM agrees well with that obtained from the FVM at t * = 0.009, 0.015, 0.09. Initially, there is no flow in the cavity. The isotherms are also highly consistent with those obtained from FVM except for some very small differences near the upper and lower boundaries. Similar results are obtained for all of the cases in table 2. Figure 4 shows the Nusselt numbers for case 6 at the heated end, Nu 0 , and at the centerline of the cavity, Nu 1/2 , as functions of time. The LBM result agrees well with that of FVM. It demonstrates that a strong internal wave motion survived for several periods of O(0.01), which is highly consistent with the results in [30] .
To further check the accuracy of the D2Q4, D2Q5 and D2Q9 models, the error of the Nusselt number Nu 1 / 2 between LBM and the benchmark FVM solution was evaluated. The error is defined as
where
obtained from LBM and FVM, respectively, at the non-dimensional time t * i . The summation is taken over 40 temporal points from t i = 0.001 to t i = 0.04 with an interval of 0.001. Table 2 shows the error of different LBM models. It can be seen from table 2 that the errors of different LBM models are of the same order. No one model seems significantly better than any other.
Regarding numerical stability, the simulations are found to be still stable when the minimum relaxation time τ f = 0.5106 and the corresponding relaxation times in LBE for solving the CDE are τ g = 0.501 01, τ g = 0.501 26 and τ g = 0.501 52 for D2Q4, D2Q5 [12] and D2Q5 [18] models, respectively.
Unsteady Taylor-Couette flow
In this section, we consider the problems of the laminar axisymmetric swirling flow of an incompressible liquid with an axis in the x direction. The continuity equation (16) and Navier-Stokes momentum equations (17) in the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates (x,r) are used to describe the flow in the axial and radial directions [31] : In the above equations, u α , u β (α,β represent x or r) are the axial or radial component of velocity.
For the axisymmetric swirling flow, there are no circumferential gradients but there may still be the non-zero swirl velocity u z . The momentum equation of azimuthal velocity is
Obviously, it is a CDE with a source term G = . The flows studied here are incompressible, and hence the u x and u r usually should satisfy the constraints u x c s 0.1 and u r c s 0.1. Figure 5 illustrates the geometry and boundary conditions for the Taylor-Couette flow. The radius ratio of the inner cylinder to the outer cylinder is set as 0.5 and the aspect ratio is set as 3.8. The computational domain is in the x − r plane and the governing equations for the flow are equations (16)- (18) . The Reynolds number is defined as Re = W D/ν, where W is the azimuthal or swirling velocity of the inner cylinder, D is the gap of the annulus, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. In this section, Re = 100 is investigated. Our simulations were initialized with zero velocities everywhere.
To mimic the additional axisymmetric contributions in the 2D Navier-Stokes equations (i.e. equations (16) and (17)) in cylindrical coordinates, the source term R i in the LB equation (i.e. equation (1)) can be chosen as R i = δ t R (1) i + δ 2 t R (2) i , where R (1) i and R (2) i are R (1) 
respectively [32, 33] . The velocity is evaluated through ρu α = i e iα f i [33] .
Adding a source term S i into the LB equation (5), we can take the effect of the term 'G' in the azimuthal velocity-governing equation, i.e. equation (18) . From appendix A, we obtained the two constraints G = i S i and i e iβ S i = 0 on S i . For simplicity, here G is evenly distributed in all velocity models, i.e. the source term S i = 0.2G, i = 0,1, 2, 3, 4, for the D2Q5 model and S i = 0.25G, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, for the D2Q4 model. Here we also used a FVM solution as a benchmark solution which is obtained from a fine mesh (50×190) and a small time step t * = 0.001. In this case, time is non-dimensionalized as t * = tν/D 2 . In the LBM simulations, a 40 × 152 uniform grid is used and non-equilibrium extrapolation (BC3) is applied for solving the CDE. The other parameters adopted are listed in table 3. The comparison between LBM and FVM for the stream function and swirling velocity for case 5 are illustrated in figure 6 . From figure 6, we can see the evolution of the vortex and the final four-cell secondary mode. The LBM results obtained for case 5 agree well with the FVM solution.
To further check the accuracy of the D2Q4, D2Q5 and D2Q9 models, the error of the stream function ψ max between LBM and the benchmark FVM solution in figure 7 was evaluated. The error is defined as
where ψ max (t * i ) LBM , ψ max (t * i ) FVM mean the stream functions obtained from LBM and FVM, respectively, at the non-dimensional time t * i . The summation is taken over 40 temporal points from t * i = 0.02 to t * i = 0.80 with an interval of 0.02. Table 3 shows the error of different LBM models. It shows that the errors of different LBM models are of the same order: no one model seems significantly better than any other. 
Conclusion
Numerical simulations were carried out to evaluate the LB D2Q4 model and D2Q5 models with different weighting factors and the D2Q9 model. The simulations show that the performances of different models for solving a CDE in terms of accuracy and numerical stability are similar. The slightly revised LBE is not found to be better than the common LBE in terms of accuracy or numerical stability for these incompressible flow simulations. The D2Q4 model with terms of O (u) in the EDF is the simplest scheme able to solve a CDE accurately. Boundary conditions for the LBM CDE solution were also evaluated intensively. The spatial accuracy of the proposed regularized scheme is found to be closest to second order. When solving the CDE, the regularized scheme and non-equilibrium extrapolation scheme are applicable to handle both the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. For the Neumann boundary condition with zero flux, all the five boundary conditions are applicable to give accurate results and the bounce-back scheme is the simplest one. i + (∂ t0 + qe iβ ∂ β )g (1) i + . equation (A.14) ) for D2Q5 models in [12, 18] due to q = 1. However, this term is of higher order than the convection or diffusion term in the CDE. We can neglect this term. Basically the D2Q5 model [4] would have the same accuracy as the common D2Q5 models [12, 18] with different weighting factors.
